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DISTURBED BOTTOM AND HYDROGRAPHIC 
CONDITIONS IN SOME COASTAL AREAS OF FIN-
LAND. I LOVIISA 
Pauli Bagge and Aarno Voipio 
Institute of Matine Research, Helsinki 14, Finland 
Hydrographic and bottom conditions in a shallow sea area off the town Loviisa, 
partly isolated from the Gulf of Finland by sills were studied in August 1966. 
Quantitative estimates of the exchange of water in the inner parts of the area 
were made. Disturded bottom conditions and poor bottom fauna, observed 
in the inner parts of the area studied are mainly due to the limited circulation 
of water below the sill depth. Owing to the occasional stagnation these areas 
are sensitive even to small amounts of sewage and industrial wastes. 
The increasing human activity in the coastal areas of Finland, due to increased popu-
lation and heavy industry, has created a need for better understanding of the natural_ 
processes occurring in the waters off the coasts and a need to ascertain the least harm-
ful ways of discharging the various effluents. 
In this paper an attempt has been made to describe the hydrographic and bottom 
conditions in a shallow sea area, partly isolated from the Gulf of Finland by sills, and 
at present receiving small amounts of sewage from the town of Loviisa and adjacent 
areas. 
The total population of the discharge area does not exceed 10 000. The amount 
of industrial waste is small and consists of wastes from a butter factory (using about 
5 000 000 1. of milk annually), a fish canning factory (discharging some 1-2 tons of 
fish material into the sea annually), a sawmill and a shipyard. All these wastes are 
discharged into Loviisa Bay, which is also used as a timber floating route. 
The area studied consists of the outer parts of Loviisa Bay and the adjacent 
Hudöfjärd, Orreragrundfjärd and the western parts of the Hästholmsfjärd (Fig. 1). 
The drainage area of Hästholmsfjärd amounts to 26.2 lim' and is characterized by 
forests of Calluea and M5rtrllnr types. The area of agricultural land is only 7.5 °å 
here, while west of the town of Loviisa it amounts to 30-40 % of the whole land area 
(Atlas of Finland, 1960). 
M 
The following hydrographic determinations were made at the sampling stations 
(Fig. 1): temperature, salinity, pH, oxygen, ortophosphate, nitrate and reactive 
silicate, according to standard methods used at the Institute of Marine Research. The 
topography of the bottom and the layering of the sediments were determined with 
an echo sounder and with a bottom core sampler (Kullenberg sampler). The bottom 
samples were taken with a van Veen sampler at 14 localities outside Loviisa in August 
9, 1966 (Fig. 1). The samples were sieved on the deck of MIS ARANDA through a 
gauge with a mesh size of 1 mm. 
TABLE 1. Hydrographic and chemical data August 9, 1966 
Station 
Depht 7 
°C 
S 
°/i 
0, 
ml~l 
O._ 
/ 
pH P0,-I' 
rn , m° S~ 
NO,-N 	NO -N 
u 	m' 	i n , .~1 6!nT 
~ 	SiO-Si 
mg/'n' 
1 	...... 0 18.8 4,61 6.23 101 8.07 0 I 	2 ~ 2 220 
5 18.s 4.61 6.14 99 8.04 260 
12 8.5 5.46 2.69 35 7.14 6 20 6 250 
4 	..... 0 18.s 4.52 5.78 93 7.99 6 9 0.4 210 
10 18.8 4,52 6.14 99 7.83 25 35 	' 1 130 
6 	...... 0 18.3 4.49 5.94 95 8.o1 2 16 0 190 
5 17.7 4.54 5.30 84 7.88 
10 11.7 5.28 5.75 79 7.54 3 30 1 340 
15 6.2 5.77 4.36 54 7.23 6 30 4 600 
7 	...... 0 18.0 4.49 6.09 97 8.01 
5 17.3 4.52 6.19 97 7.92 
10 12.9 5.41 5.69 82 7.56 
17 7.4 5.73 5.00 8 65 7.27 
9 	..... 0 17.7 4.49 6.29 99 8.01 3 6 	1 1 400 
5 14.2 5.23 5.13 76 	' 7.5s 300 
10 9.8 5.79 4.62 62 7.36 7 40 4 	I 600 
15 7.1 6.22 4.72 60 7.30 700 
20 6.7 6.40 4.91 61 7.28 700 
25 I 	4.2 6.73 4.72 I 	56 7.23 5 80 4 700 
11 	...... 0 16.3 4.89 	1 7.19 111 7.95 8 9 0.4 180 
I 	5 15.6 4.96 6.46 98 7.84 230 
10 10.5 5.66 6.01 1 	82 7.53 ! 	5 30 1 350 
15 8.7 6.04 5.30 70 7.36 . 600 
20 6.2 6.49 5.22 65 	' 7.34 700 
30 4.9 6.96 4.97 60 7.27 I 900 
40 4.2 7.11 4.76  56 7.27 20 100 	I 1 1 000 
50 3.5 7.12 4.74 55 	I 7.26 1 000 
60 2.9 7.14 4.56 52 7.22 20 100 1 1 	1000 
12 	...... 0 10.9 5.46 6.20 4 350 
5 8.46 5.57 5.69 1 
10 6.94 5.81 6.47 3 230 
15 4.64 6.26 - 	5.70 
20 3.99 6.46 5.60 20 
30 2.82 7.02 5.00 20 600 
A 	....... I 	0 I 	18.6 4.25 5.79 93 7.88 0.4 10 1 220 
5 18.6 4.25 5.96 96 7.88 200 
10 18.3 5,43 4,74 76 7,23 2 10 	i 5 220 
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Fig. 1. The sampling stations. 
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HYDROGRAPHY AND WATER EXCHANGE 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the bottom relief and the quality of the 
water (Table 1, Fig. 2). In the offshore area (St. 9 to 11), bottom water, typical to the 
Gulf of Finland wells up frequently and is mixed with surface water. Thus, this bottom 
water of higher salinity can only rarely penetrate over the sill between the stations 8 
and 9. On the other hand, near St. 4, the sills restrict the flow of fresher water masses 
from Loviisa Bay into the deeper parts in Hudöfjärden. Owing to the enclosing sills, 
the water of Hudöfjärden has a very stable summer stratification. This stratification 
is already well pronounced at a depth of 10 m, where the exchange of water is limited 
and currents are weak, as is seen from the thickness of the bottom deposits and the 
small amount of oxygen (Fig. 2). 
The middle parts of Loviisa Bay reach a depth of 17 metres. The sill depth (near 
St. 4) of the Bay is some 10 metres. Owing to the small amount of fresh water running 
into the Bay, the difference in the water density outside and inside the Bay may not 
always be great enough to force the inflowing water masses to sink to the bottom. Thus 
the effect of the enclosing sill is seen in the depletion of oxygen and in the accumulation 
of thick, loose deposits in the middle parts of the Bay. 
The exchange of water in Hästholmsfjärd is still more limited owing to the small 
sill depths (2-7 m). The deepest parts of the area may reach a depth of 15 metres. 
A detailed depth chart is lacking. 
QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATES OF THE EXCHANGE OF WATER 
Owing to the rather clear-cut borders of the basins, the exchange of water in Loviisa 
Bay and in Hästholmsfjärd can be estimated by two different methods. One of these 
is based on fluctuations of the water-level, the other on the contribution of runoff 
and on the differences found in the salinity values outside and inside these basins. 
The frequency of the different water heights in the Baltic has been discussed by 
Hela (1951). In his paper the frequency of the rates of water-level changes, in cm per 
4 hours, in Helsinki is given. Lisitzin (1952) has calculated some values of the water-
level variations at 1 hour intervals at Hamina. Since the Loviisa area is situated between 
Helsinki and Hamina the frequency of the fluctuations of water level here can be 
roughly estimated from the rates mentioned (Table 2). 
The changes in the volume of water have been obtained by multiplying the area 
of the basins by the change in water level. It should be mentioned that in the calcula-
tions both positive and negative changes in the water level have been included, the 
values obtained thus being twice the real values. 
The calculations based on the fluctuations of the sea level give a value of 
8.5 X 10s m3 year -1  for the exchange of water in Loviisa Bay. 
Fig. 2. The distribution of temperature, salinity, oxygen saturation and benthic animals of the lon-
gitudinal section studied. 
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TABLE 2, Estimation of the water exchange in Loviisa Bay from the rates of sea level changes 
(dhldt). F is the frequency of each rate given in per cents of the total. The area of the bajs, A, 
is 14.0 ]une. (db/d/): A = 2 p I/ and twice the water exchange. 
db/d1 
(cm/h) 
F 2 J r' 10 -8 
(m'lyecr) 
1.0 50 6.13 
1. s 25 4.60 
2.5 10 3.10 
3.s 5 1.85 
5.0 1 0.61 
10.0 0,5 0.13 
15.0 0.02 	i 0.04 
16.83 
A great deal of the fresh water comes to Loviisa Bay via the river Loviisa. The 
drainage area of the Bay is some 150 km2. WW/hen the runoff coefficient of 
8.7 1. km -" s -1  (Siren 1955), is used, the whole inflow totals some 4.1 X 107 ln3 
year 1. 
WW/hen the difference 210 mm year -1  between the annual precipitation and evapo-
ration at the sea surface (cf. Hankirno 1964) is taken into account, the net contribution 
of rain water would amount to some 3.1 X 106 m3 year -1. 
According to Table 1, the salinity at station 4, where the vertical mixing of water 
masses is most effective, was 4.52 0/00,  Outside Loviisa Bay the average salinity above 
the sill depth (10 m) was some 4.90 °/ o o , From these values we can calculate that the 
water mass of Loviisa Bay consists of fresh water (4.4 >; 107 m3) and of the water of 
the Gulf of Finland (6.0 >< 108 m3), and the whole exchange of water over the sill 
would be 6.5 >( 108 m3 year -1. 
The volume of the water mass in Loviisa Bay has been calculated from the area 
and depth as follows: 2 m = 8.05 km'-, 5 m = 3.27 km2 and 11 m = 2.68 km2. The 
total water volume of the bay is thus about 6 X 107 kin'. The residence times, based 
on the water exchange values estimated from the sea level variations and from the 
salinity differences, are 25 and 33 days, respectively. 
In Hästholmsfjärd and the adjacent Klubbfjärd the total exchange of water would 
take some 115 days. This value is the tvean of the two different estimates, which were 
arrived at the same manner as above, from the data given below. The whole area of 
these waters is 15.2 km2. The mean depth is some 8-10 m. The volume of water thus 
totals about 1.5 x 108 m3. The land area drained is 26.2 knr. The salinity in Häst -
holmsfjärd was 4.25 8/0o  and in the adjacent Hudöfjärd 4.49 0/ 0 „ in August, 1966. 
According to the fluctuations of the sea level in this isolated area the exchange of 
water has been estimated to be 109 m3 and according to differences in salinity 
2 x 10s m3 year -r. 
Owing to the fairly good agreement between the two values calculated, the fluc-
tuations in the water level seem to be the main factor causing the exchange of water 
TABLE 3. The density (ind/M2) and biomass (g/m') of bottom animals in the area studied 
Station No. 
9 
B 	I 	A I 	1 	2 I 	3 	4 	5 	I 	6 	I 	7 	I 	8 	9 I 	10 	11 	12 
11.5 12.0 14.0 13.0 17.0 10.0 17.0 19.0 18.0 14.0 29.0 39.0 65.0 36.0 
70 190 590 
(0. 1) (0.5) (1.) 
shells shells 410 80 50 45 290 50 25 170 20 
(130.7) (35.1) (25.2) (12. 1) (99.o) (0.6) (0.9 s) (3.5) (0.2) 
5 10 30 30 45 
(1.6) (1.o) (4.15) (7.0) (12,4) 
5 
(0.05) 
5 
(0. 0 5) 
3 490 2 975 2 330 7 735 
(18.4) (11.6) (10. o) (27.8) 
resi- resi- 
dues dues 
0 70 0 180 590+ 435 80 50 45 290 3 550 303025507800 
0 (0,1) 0 (0, 5) (1. 5) (132.4) (35.1) (25. 2) (12.1) (99. o) (20.0) (16.7) (20. s) (41.3) 
Depth (m) .. 
Tubifiridac ... 
Cord v/sphora 
rasp/a .... 
AYlacoina ballyra 
Ales/do/ca 
eiilemo l .. 
Corophillm 
vohdaror .. 
Chh-011o~uirs 
p/ID!1otIIJ . . 
Pontopore/a 
!IfJ1I1/J . ... . 
Laoniedea 
/0NeIl! ..... 
id/m2 ...... 
g/m' 	....... 
in the area. This coincides well with the morphometric features of the area and with 
the limited runoff. 
The water exchange of Hudöfjird cannot be estimated quantitatively with the 
methods used above, because the area has no definite borders. According to hydro-
graphic data in August, 1966, the exchange of water is effective down to a depth of 
7-8 m. Below this sill depth a clear stagnation of water masses has been observed. 
The bottom water is renewed at least once a year in July-August (ef. Granqvist 
1938), when an inflow of more saline water penetrates into the embayment. Besides 
this annual inflow smaller influxes of saline water maj- enter the area from 1 to 5 times 
a year, according to data at the Institute of Marine Research (recorded at Haapasaari 
and Söderskär in 1930-1966). 
THE BOTTOM FAUNA 
Altogether 25 bottom samples covering an area of 2,5 ml have been taken. The 
material obtained in the bottom samples totals 3 533 animal specimens and 9 species. 
Their distribution in the study area is seen in Table 3. The mean density of the soft 
bottom fauna in the area is 1 415 id/m2. The rather large number is mainly due to the 
abundance of Pontoporela a//iris in some of the deepest localities. The biomass values 
presented in Table 3 and Fig. 2 are based on the weights of animals preserved in 70 % 
alcohol for three weeks, The oven dry weights of the same specimens are given below. 
On the basis of the differences in the ecological factors and in animal communities, 
the sea area outside Loviisa can be divided into four different subareas. 
2 9416-67 
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Area 1. The middle parts of the Loviisa Bay and western parts of Hästholmsfjärd 
(St. A, B, 1, 2, and 3) 
— the depth of the localities ranges from 10 to 17 metres, 
— the water near the bottom is seldom renewed on account of isolating sills, 
— depletion of oxygen occasionally prevails at the mud-water interface, 
— the sediments consist of black sulphidic clay (sapropel) 
— the plankton consists of Cyanophyceae, like Microc~~stis aerngi/tosa and Anabaeaa 
cnrcinalis and some Cladocera and Copepoda species, 
— the bottom fauna consists of Tubifex and Lim iodr•i/iis species 
— the density of the fauna is low, ranging from 0 to 590 id/m2 and the standing 
crop biomass from 0 to 1.5 g/m2, 
— in some of the localities Macoma shells (but no living mussels) have been found, 
which may indicate increased pollution of the bottoms during recent years. 
Area 2. The sill areas in the mouth of the Loviisa Bay and east of Hudön. (Stat. 4, 
C and 8) 
— the depth ranges from 5 to 14 m, 
— the water exchange over the sills is effective, 
— the bottom consists of gravel, sand or stiff clay where ironmanganese concretions 
have frequently been found, 
— the fauna is rich in species but the densities are low ranging from 290 to 435 
ind/mz, 
— the biomass is great, oving to large HacQnlä bait/ca specimens ranging from 99.0 
to 132.4 g/m2 and the oven-dry weight from 45.4 to 60.7 g/m2, 
— the dominant species in the sill area is Macoma bolt/ca. The great number of young 
specimens of the Macoma population found here indicates favourable ecological 
conditions. 
Area 3. Hudöfjärden (Stat. 5-7) 
— the depth ranges from 17 to 19 m. 
— the sills limit the circulation of the water so that stagnation may prevail in the 
bottom water, 
— the sediments consist of black sulphidic clay (partly sapropel) with a very thin 
oxidized layer. As is seen in Fig. 1 the bottom deposits in the area, are very thick 
thus indicating a favoured sedimentation, 
— the only bottom-living species found in the area was Macoiira bal/ina. The absence 
of young specimens of the species in the area (Table 4) indicates bad ecological 
conditions, maybe due to increased pollution or long-term changes in the hydro-
graphic conditions in Hudöfjiirden during recent years. Of the marine species 
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TABLE 4. The distribution of different size classes of lllacaua baltica in the study area 
Length 
(mtn) 
 
Station No. 
4 5 6 7 	i 8 9 10 	1 I1 	1 12 
1 	....................... -- — 1 — — -  
2 	......................i 
= 
— — ! 	— 1 1 — 1 - 
3 	....................... I — — — 6 2 — 2 - 
4 	....................... 1 — 1 3 2 1 5 1 
— — — - 
6 	...................... 2 1 — — 5 — 2 1 1 
7 	...................... 4 — — — 1 1 — 2 - 
8 	...................... 7 — —— 1 — 1 2 1 
1 — 4 2 — — — — 
9 1 —f — 3 — — — -  10 	..................... 
11 	...  7 — 2 — 5 — — -  
12 	...................... 4 — — — 6 — — — -  
13 	...................... 11 1 — 2 — — — — - 
	
9 	.......................1 
14 	...................... 13 3 2 1 3 — — — - 
15 	...................... 12 2 2 — 3 — — — - 
16 	...................... 4 4 2 1 3 — — — -  
17 	...................... 2 2 — — 6 — — — - 
18 2 1 — — — — -  
19 	...................... — — 1 — 1 — — — — 
21 	......................I — — 1  — 1 — — — — 
living in the area Maconra ba/nta seems to to be most tolerant in low oxygen condi-
tions. In a laboratory test 44 % of a Maconra population (250 ind) still survived 
after 26 days exposure to deoxygenated conditions (Henriksson 1967). 
— the densities of the fauna are low, ranging from 45 to 80 ind/m2, the biomass from 
12.1 to 35.1 g/m2 and the oven dry weight from 5.3 to 15.8 g/m2 . 
Area 4. The outer archipelago (Stat. 9-12) 
— the depth ranges from 29 to 65 m., 
— the hydrographic conditions are like those found in the open sea (in the Gulf of 
Finland), 
— the bottom consists of soft clay and silt, but may have some layers of blacksul-
phidic clay, 
— the oxidized layer is well marked, 
— the dominant species in the area is Pontoporeia affinis which reaches a density of 
7 735 ind/m2, 
— the densities of Maconra bait/ca are low, maybe due to the competition of Ponto-
poreia affinis (Segerstråle, 1960 b, 1962), 
— although the densities of the bottom fauna are great, ranging from 2 550 to 7 800 
ind/m2, the standing crop biomass is smaller here than in the sill area, ranging 
from 16.7 to 41.3 g/m2 and the oven-dry weight only from 3.1 to 6.8 g/m2. 
12 
The areal division presented above primarily concerns the conditions found in the 
area below the depth of 10 m. Disturbed bottom conditions and poor fauna, observed 
in the inner parts of the area, are partly due to limited circulation of water below the 
sill depth. Owing to the stagnation these areas are sensitive even to slight pollution. 
During recent years the influence of pollution may have been increasing in the area, 
or the aperiodic fluctuations of the nutrient content of the Baltic sea water are 
reflected in the bottom conditions, a fact which is indicated by the presence of »dead 
bottoms» or bottoms with a rather large number of oligochaetes and mussel shells. 
According to the present stage of the bottom fauna, the sea bottom just off Loviisa 
may be divided into polluted and semipolluted bottoms (area 1 and 3), while the 
bottoms of the sill areas and of the outer archipelago are healthy (cf. Reish 1955 and 
Laakso 1965). 
The authors are greatly indebted to the Finnish Atomic Energy Commision for financial support 
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STUDIES ON THE HYDROGRAPHY AND BIOTA 
OF RECENTLY ISOLATED LAKES 
Pauli Bagge and Paavo Tulkki 
Department of Zoology, University of Turku, Finland 
Hydrographic conditions and biota in some recently isolated lakes on the 
islands of the Finnish southwestern archipelago were studied during the sum-
mers of 1962-65. The lakes have been isolated from the Baltic Sea by land 
upheveal and form a hydrographic series illustrating the succession from 
brackish water to fresh water. The influence of the isolation and freshening on 
the lakes is seen in the communities, which are changed rapidly to the limnic 
direction. The transformation of the plankton and bottom fauna is especially 
marked, while the littoral communities react more slowly to changed condi-
tions. During the course of freshening the isolated basins pass through a stage 
which resembles the conditions found in the meromictic lakes. 
During the summers of 1962-1965, some lakes were studied in the vicinity 
of the Marine Biological Station of the University of Turku. The lakes are situated 
on the islands of Nauvo and Korppoo in the Finnish southwestern archipelago 
(Fig. 1). This area lies within the Fennoscandian region of land upheveal, where the 
annual uplift is estimated at 0.5 to 0.6 cm (0.5-0.6 m/100 years) (Lisitzin 1963). Land 
upheveal converts former bays of the Baltic into lakes and thus creates »natural 
laboratories», where the influence of freshening water on the original Baltic fauna 
and flora is clearly seen. 
The lakes studied are now situated at different altitudes above sea level, and repre-
sent different stages of freshening. When first isolated, such lakes usually exhibit a 
sharp halocline and thermocline between the bottom and surface water. The stabiliza-
tion of water masses is often so effective that vertical circulation of water is almost 
totally prevented; the stratigraphy is like that found in the meromictic lakes of 
Austria and in some Caspian lakes (Findenegg 1937, Zhadin and Gerd 1963). 
Granquist (1955) has presented hydrographic data of the lake Krokträsk studied 
by us and of several isolated bays in the vicinity. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Quantitative bottom samples were taken with a grab of Petersen type. The sample 
sites were chosen according to echo lines. The samples were washed through a gauge 
of 0.6 mm. mesh. Some qualitative samples were taken with an Ockelmann dredge 
(Ockelmann 1965). Littoral samples were collected with nets. 
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Water samples were taken with a Ruttner sampler provided with a mercury 
thermometer. Transparency was measured with a Secchi disc, electrical conductivity 
and pH with Philips GM and Beckman instruments, respectively. Oxygen was titrated 
with the Winkler method, and KMnO.t consumption was measured according to the 
method of Kaartotie and Ryhänen (1957). SBV has been determined by titrating 
100 ml samples with 0.1 N HCl solution. Salinity was measured by the method of 
Barnes (1959). 
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MORPHOMETRY AND HYDROGRAPHY OF THE LAKES STUDIED 
As seen from the table below, all the lakes are shallow. Their bottom relief is 
fairly even. The bottoms are characterized by black sulphide clay (sapropel) except 
for the littoral areas, where stones, gravel and clay are the dominating components. 
In many sheltered bays a well developed zone of Phiagmilesgrows. The influence of 
human activities on the lakes is small except in Krokträsk, which is surrounded by 
several farms. 
TABLE 1. Some morphometric and hydrographic features of the lakes studied. 
metres max. depth of salinity pH Secchi /tS 
above depth thereto- 0/00 disc (at 18°C) 
Lake sea cline surface- bottorn- values surf.- 
level m bottom surface to bottom 
Västerholmarna 	...... 0.3 8.0 3.0-5.0 2.9 -5.0 6.7 -8.4 3 -5 4 957-6 544 
Käringviken 	......... 0.3 5.0 4.0 1.0 -3.0 6.8 -8.3 3.2 1 142-3 492 
Gyltöträsk 	........... 0.9 8.0 2.0-6.0 0.6 -2.3 6.4 -7.2 2 -2.5 1 243-1 525 
Björkö 	.............. 1.1 17.0 6.0-8.0 0.4 6.2 -7.3 6.9 562- 601 
Krokträsk 	........... 2, 0 14.0 3,0-5.0 0.05-0.1 6.2 -8.0 4.0 120- 169 
The salinity of the lakes decreases with increasing altitude. A clear halocline was 
observed in the lakes Västerholmarna, Käringviken and Gyltöträsk (Fig. 2), while 
in Björkötriisk only a slight increase in the salinity of hypolimnion existed. The 
salinity of Krokträsk was between 0.05-0.140/ , which is normal for fresh water. 
According to Järnefelt (1963), the Cl content of Finnish lakes varies between 0.2-
17.3 mg/l, being highest in some coastal lakes. The salinity of recently isolated lakes 
(Västerholmarna and Käringviken) is highly dependent on influxes of saline water 
from the Baltic into them. A clear increase in salinity was found in them after the 
influx in the autumn of 1964. The bottom salinity in Västerholmarna then increased 
by 0.50/0, compared with the values in summer 1964. Between influxes a decrease in 
salinity of 20/90 was found in the lake, between 1962 and 1964. 
As a result of the strong halocline, almost anaerobic conditions are found at the 
mud-water interface of the saline lakes throughout most of the year. After an influx 
from the Baltic to the lakes in the autumn of 1964 even the oxygen content clearly 
increased in Västerholmarna and Käringviken. A simultaneous increase in the bottom 
fauna was observed (Table 3). 
THE SUCCESSION OF THE LAKES 
The isolation of the lakes from the sea in our study area has taken place in two ways. 
The more frequent way is that the sill of a bay rises above sea level in the course of 
land upheveal. In this case a river will often be formed through the sill from the lake 
to the sea. A typical example of this process is Käringviken. The other type of isolation 
is presented by Västerholmarna (Western Islands), where a basin surrounded by many 
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islands has been lifted up by the land upheveal and the sills between the islands have 
risen above the sea level. 
In the early stages of the isolation of a lake (as at present time Västerholmarna), 
influxes of brackish water from the Baltic can penetrate into the basin when the water-
level is high. This heavy salt water usually sinks to the bottom of the basin under the 
freshened surface water and a sharp pyknocline is formed. 
Compared with the surrounding open sea, the influence of winds and currents is 
weak in isolated basins. This fact together with the sharp pyknocline, may prevent 
complete spring and autumn turnover of water masses in the new lakes. Owing to the 
incomplete circulation, the bottom water may stagnate and become short of oxygen 
(Fig. 3). Anaerobic conditions may follow. The situation in the archipelagic lakes 
resembles those found in the meromictic lakes of Central Europe (Findenegg 1937), 
where the high salinity of the bottom water totally prevents vertical circulation. 
Unoxidized bottom water and the presence of reducing compounds such as H,S, 
NH4, and ferrous iron are characteristic of such lakes. If oxygen is completely con-
sumed, the typical meso- or oligotrophic fauna disappears and black sapropel gyttja 
is formed. The only animal species found in such places are the Cbaoborus larvae, which 
live just above the bottom deposits. The reducing compounds cause a fall in pH 
values below the thermocline (Table 1). The environmental conditions in the 
meromictic lakes resemble those found in some polluted waters or eutrophic lakes, 
where the bottom waters are often unoxidized. The term pseudo-eutrophy is often 
used in the case of meromixis (Findenegg op. cit.). 
The meromictic period in the lakes of the Finnish archipelago may last for several 
decades after the last influx of brackish water into them. Total freshening of the water 
can be estimated to last for 100-200 years after the beginning of isolation (after the 
rise of the sill above the mean sealevel). 
The speed of the process depends greatly upon the size of the drainage area of the 
lakes and other morphometric features, such as depth, size and exposure. In general, 
the drainage areas are relatively small, because even the islands are small. The main 
factor in the process of freshening is the amount of meltwater in spring. The diluted 
saline water in the surface of the lakes then tends to be washed out of the basins. 
Spring and autumn turnovers may occasionally penetrate below the halocline and 
take part of the saline water into circulation. A part of the salts may be adsorbed by 
the sediments (Kullenberg 1952). When the sills of the lakes have risen over 50 cm 
above the mean Baltic Sea level, influxes of saline water seldom occur and the process 
of freshening is accelerated (cf. Granquist 1948 p. 119). The maximum variation of 
the Baltic Sea level in the Finnish southwestern archipelago (at Degerby) is (+81) -
(-72 cm) with respect to the mean sea level (Hela 1951). 
Of the lakes studied, Västerholmarna seems to be in the beginning of the 
meromictic period (Fig. 2), while in Krokträsk the water is totally freshened. In 
Gyltöträsk the vertical circulation is rather limited, although the level of the thermoc-
line varies during the summer. 
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The similar succession of lakes has been found on the islands of Aland (Aaland) 
by Wikgren and Sundblom (1961) and Sundblom (1962). In their study, lake Mellan-
öjarne is in the same stage as Björköträsk, with a salinity of 0.18-0.57 0 00 and a well 
marked stratification of oxygen. Even in the most completely freshened lakes of 
Aaland they have observed a sharp stratification of otygen, probably due to well 
developed eutrophy, as also found by us in Krokträsk. 
THE AQUATIG FLORA AND VEGETATION 
The dominating species in shallow bays is Pbragliiites coIwIrulli.r, which forms broad 
zones especially in lakes Västerholmarna, Gyltöträsk and Käringviken. Higher 
aquatic vegetation is poorly developed in lakes Krokträsk and Björköträsk, perhaps 
owing to their narrow littoral zone. 
The influence of the decreased salinity on the occurrence of marine and brackish-
water species is shown in Table 2. 
Number of marine and brackish-water species 
TABLE 2 	 (The supralittoral species in brackets) 
V,*st.,holmxm, 	Gyltöträsk 	Björköträsk 	Kroktriilk 
Salinity ........................... 	2.9-5.5 0.6-2.3 0.4 0.05-0.1 
Marine species .................... 	8 (5) 	 (5) 	 3 (2) 	 0 
Brackish-water species .............. 	5 	 3 1 	 0 
In Västerholmarna Chara tornen/osa, HyTiop/yNnmT spieaHfm, Pofannogetoa peelhrmns, 
together with Phragnlites com mitilis, are dominant species. The lake can thus be included 
among the Chara lakes of Cedercreutz (1947, pp. 31-32). The submerged vegetation 
in the last three lakes consists of limnic species such as CeratopZ~yllli f demers1ul1, AJIi 
piy//iiiii uemieil1ntlu», and Pofarogetou per fo/iaths. 
According to Table 2, the number of marine and brackish-water species dec-
reases with decreasing salinity. Some littoral species, however, seem to be very 
resistant to environmental changes. In the lakes studied such species include Jalem• 
gerardi, ScNpI1S /WgIIumi., and E:ig1ochin IIICI)V /Ll1ltflU. 
PLANKTON 
The net plankton was collected mainly from Västerholmarna, Gyltöträsk and 
Krokträsk. The species mentioned below have been determined by Mr. K. 
Jumppanen (M.Sc.). 
In Västerholmarna the phytoplankton consists of oligohaline species such as 
Tabellaria spp., DedogoluiiHT spp., NaricIl/a spp., and Appiiiii:fomenon ffos aquae. Owing to 
the saline conditions the number of green algae is very small. After an inburst of saline 
water in 1964, an increase of diatoms in the plankton was observed. The same pheno-
menon w:ns also found by Willen (1954) in some lakes of Uppland in Sweden. 
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Dominating species in the zooplankton of Västerholmarna are oligohaline Daphnia 
cutinIata, BosIrhia coregorri abtiisir•osttis, Mesocjclops leuckarti and Ker•atella spp. Of the 
marine species Podon pogypheghoides, Bosmma coeegoni maritima and Radiosperma corbiferlm" 
were frequently collected. Pelagic larvae of benthic molluscs or polychaets have not 
been observed in samples. 
The typical phytoplankton species in Gyltötriisk are Spirogyra, Closfermm, and 
SIaga'asfrirm species and, especially, Dlgobmyoir (I/verge/is, which is dominant in the surface 
waters in spring. Of the blue-green algae, the Microcgsfis, and Osc.illaforia species 
were frequently found. Compared with Västerholmarna, the plankton in Gyltöträsk 
is quite limnic. The dominant zooplankton species are Daphnia cocolgata, Diapnanosoma 
br•nclwn•run, Bosniina coregoni obtIr.rirostris, Keratells, Cyclops and Drapto1i1us species. The 
abundance of Desgnifliaceae and Dinobrgou die'ergeus in Gyltöträsk indicates a slight 
dystrophy, while the occurrence of Diaphanosoma brachyuruni and Kerafella cochlearis 
var. tecta indicates eutrophy. 
In Krokträsk the dominant phytoplankton species are ll7itrocystis aeruginosa, 
Aphani~omenon los aquae, and Oscillator/a spp. Of the zooplankton, Brachionlrs are/is, 
Daphnia citiilgata, Chj'rlorus sphaericlis, Leplodora kind/i, and Diaptalnas species are 
common. The species composition in the plankton shows clear eutrophy. Only 
limnic species were found. 
As seen from the artlists above, the plankton reacts very rapidly to changing 
salinity in the lakes studied. The number of plankton species clearly increases in the 
limnic direction. An especially great increase can be seen in the number of green 
algae. 
THE BOTTOM FAUNA 
The bathygraphic distribution and the density of the bottom animals in some lakes 
studied is seen in Figs. 4-7. Of the species found, almost all are limnit; the brackish-
water species Gaarnlawrs salirrns, G. Zaddachi, and Pontopor'eia affiuis were observed only 
in Västerholmarna and Käringviken. 
The dominant animal species in the profundal zone of the lakes are midge larvae 
of the c!irononins plrrrrgosos group, which indicates that oxygen conditions are poor 
below the thermocline. On the deepest bottoms in Gyltöträsk and Käringviken even 
midge larvae are lacking. In Krokträsk, larvae of Cnäobodis far/cans group were 
numerous at a depth of 12 m, where the oxygen saturation has been found to be below 
5 0. According to Valle (1930), the species are planktonic, living just above the 
bottom and they even perform diurnal vertical migrations (cf. also Teracuchi and 
Northcote 1966). The larvae of C1aobarvrs are often the only benthic animals to be 
found in meromictic lakes (Frey 1955), for they can tolerate even low oxygen pressures 
(Berg, Jonasson, and Ockelmann 1962, pp. 11-17). 
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Compared with the densities and standing crop biornasses of the benthos of the 
nearby Baltic area (Bagge et al. 1965), the lakes studied display an impoverished fauna. 
The biomass values can be calculated to be about 1/100 of that in the sea. Especially 
small values are found in the areas below the thermocline. Owing to the very variable 
environmental conditions in some of the lakes the fauna undergoes strong fluctuations 
(Table 3). This phenomenon is also partly due to the dominance of insect larvae in 
the lakes and their emergence. 
Although the water of Västerholmarna and Käringviken has a salinity only a 
little below that of the nearby Baltic area, the bottom animals living there are almost 
exclusively of limnit origin (Table 3 and 5). Animals living in the Baltic can penetrate 
these lakes when the sea reaches high levels. The decreased salinity in the surface waters, 
especially marked in spring, and the poor oxygen conditions may, however, be too 
much for the newcomers. On the other hand, the larvae of the benthic invertebrates 
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TABLE 3. Bottom fauna of Västerholmarna (i d/m2) in several years. The samples were taken in 
May or June and even in August (= a. 1965). 
Depth 	m 	........ 0-2 2-4 4-6 6-8 
Year 	............ 62 63 64 a 65 62 63 65 a 65 63 64 65 62 
5.45 
63 64 65 a 65 
Salinity 	O/oo 	...... 3.21 
102 
3.0 
71 
2.9 
102 
3.36 3.27 3.2 3.3 3.36 3.4 3.8 3.6 3.7 3.9 3.63 4.25 
Oxygen % 	....... 102 102 86 105 96 79 100 86 55 31 49 31 48 
Species 
Pahl cle.rlriIta jenkinsi 16 47 31 52 shells 8 shells 
Co idolis aenea .... 16 
Caenis hararia .... 16 9 
PlecJroc ,ie ,iI/a 	cat- 
spersa 	.......... 465 
Pozyceniropus f(avo- 
iiiaciila/iis 	....... 10 27 8 10 8 
Calico/des sp. 	.... 3 
Epbjra sp. 	...... 10 
Ta 	 'piui 	......... 310 31 5 4 9 16 8 3 
Ou/hoclac/jjnae 	.... 10 8 
CGiratomi a ....... 16 72 104 60 165 31 80 31 10 5 resi- 
V) dues 
Tarj ,iarsiid 	....... 47 47 775 171 20 160 
Palpolwyia sp. 	... 4 8 
Cj'c/ops sp. 	...... 8 4 Z 
Asel/,is aq7Im/icns ... 41 2 077 16 5 8 
Pontoporeia affittis .. 9 31 O 
Gam narris 	Zaddachi 5 Z 
G. 	salinus 	........ 9 8 
Hj'dracarina 	...... 31 5 20 21 
(such as molluscs) are very sparse in the plankton in autumn (Lassig 1965), when 
the influxes of saline water usually occur. In the spring of 1965, Pontoporeia a f yris, 
Ga,imarrns salinns, and G. <addachi were common in Västerholmarna and Käringviken. 
In the autumn of 1965, only an isolated population of GaI,imanrs caddacbi was found 
in Västerholmarna. Owing to the influx of brackish water to this lake on December 14, 
1964, the oxygen conditions were rather good throughout the summer of 1965 and 
an enrichment in the bottom fauna was observed (Table 3). 
Compared with the littoral fauna, the profundal fauna of the lakes is poor in 
numbers of both species and specimens (Table 4). The greatest decrease in the densities 
of benthic animals is found below 2 metres. In Björköträsk, where the thermocline 
is situated deeper than in the other lakes, the decrease in the fauna can be seen at a 
depth of 8 metres. 
The animals usually found in all vertical zones are larvae of some GI,irono»lidae, 
Hrgrobntes longipalpis, and Po!yphecoius pedicI,xiis. The species Pabnlestrina jeekinsi and 
Caenis inoesta have been found to the depth of 4 metres in Västerholmarna and Käring-
viken. They have not been reported from other Finnish lakes (cf. Saaristo, 1966 for 
Caeiiis). 
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THE LITTORAL FAUNA 
Altogether ca. 185 animal apecies or groups were collected from the littoral zone 
of the lakes studied (Table 5). The littoral fauna can be divided into several compo-
nents: 
1. True brackish-water species only found in Västerholmarna and Käringviken 
Corr)'lopho:a caspia 
Paranais /1tbQ1a/IJ' 
Poulapartia alf/his 
Ga uniaui c sa/iii/is 
Gami»arsis Zaddachi 
Potaiuoschisfrts iii/mil/is 
Tl eodoxru fimiatilis 
PaGldes1rIna je nki rsi 
The two molluscs mentioned above live in Finland only in brackish water, although 
they are limnit in origin (Segerstråle 1957 pp. 779-780). 
2. Species which seem to avoid saline lakes in our study area 
Asfans pntia/ilis PislrIiitiu spp. 
Patanropbji/as stel/ab/is R!uscadir uuu latusbe 
Silo pallipes Acroloxuus /acuvsbris 
Chaobo its fai'icaiis group Anodonta cog tea 
Li i iophilirs borealis 
Gerais najas 
Bpheiuei:a vedgata 
3. Species mostly found on the south coast of Finland (cf. Lindberg 1948, Nybom 
1960, Saaristo 1966) 
Derouectes ge/sees/i/a//us 	 Haeiuoiria mirtica 
Bracbj~tron Gaff lerve Aeschna os//lensis 
Gljphotae/ins pe/lucidns 	 Genris tho•acicuis 
Gaen/s macwrra Gaenis uuoesta 
4. Eurybiontic species found in the littoral zone of all the lakes studied 
Po5ycelis Ieaufis 
He%obdella slagnalis 
Bithyiva /eI1tatuu/ata 
Caenis l o:ap is 
Po/j ce vhropus f1avoiiiacuulabvvs 
CGirouiooins p/uuiiuossis 
De c/i ocoe/tum laden u 
Nenatoda spp. 
Lyuiinaea peregra 
Cb/oe.'oi, diptermo 
Libellala quadric acuilala 
Ablates iij~ia mon// is 
Asellns aquatics s 
Hjdracarina spp. 
Esox /uuciuus  
Percy fl/iv/af//is 
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TABLE 4. The density and biomass of the benthos. 
Depth 	 11-2 m 	12-4 ni 14-6 m 6-8 ni 18-17 m 
Sea 	bottom 	in 	the 
Lohm area (Bagge 
et al. 	1965) 	...... 838-1 143 124-2 852 363-550 162-830 30-2 520 
Västerhomarna ..... 51-3 720 20-1 736 30-217 0-30 — 
Käringviken 	....... 64—i 023 0— 744 0— 31 — — 
Gyltöträsk 	........ 337 10— 	30 10-100 0-5 ex.1m 
z. 
Björkö 	.. 	......... 600 205 — — 0-51 
Krokträsk 	......... 186 8-415 186 — 0-233 
Sea 	bottom, 	Lohm 
area 	............ 82-176 1-482 72-367 29-165 1-780 
Västerhomarna ..... 0.23-9.3 0.1-0.5 0.02-4.1 0 0.01 g/m2 
Krokträsk 	......... 0.15-0.6 0.15 3.1 — 1.7 
Being often very numerous in all kinds of littoral areas, these species form an 
important part of the littoral animal communities. 
In the successive series of the water bodies from the Baltic to the freshwater lakes 
the nature of the littoral communities also changes rapidly in the limnic direction. 
The number of the species in the groups Hirndinea, Odonata, Epbenreroptera, He»liptera, 
Co/cop/era and Hydracaiina is especially increased in lakes compared with the nearby 
Baltic area. This may be due to the more sheltered situation and richer vegetation 
(much food available), as well as to decreasing salinity in the lakes compared with the 
coastal area. 
The scarcity of marine and brackish-water species in the littoral and bottom fauna 
in the Finnish archipelagic lakes is remarkable compared with the faunas of some 
brackish-water lakes and »halls» (lagoons) on the south coast of the Baltic (Gessner 
1957, Casiunas 1959). In the haffs the following species, for instance, have been 
reported: Nereis dirversico/or, Mya arenania, A7ytrlus edit/is, Macoma baltrce, Hydr•obrn 
mafioso, and Batanrrs ii»provrslis. These species are totally lacking from Västerholmarna 
and Käringviken, although the salinity range of the water is almost the same. The 
great number of insect larvae and leeches both in our lakes and in Kurisches Hoff 
deserves mentioning (cf. Casiunas op. cit.). 
Succession in the environmental conditions also appears in the morphological 
features of some species inhabiting both lakes and coastal waters. The size of The-
odoxrrs fluuiatilis specimens is about 1/4 greater in Västerholmarna than in the Baltic. 
The shells of the species are not corroded in the lake. In the populations of Asellrrs 
aquatic/is a clear decrease in the size of the specimens was observed in fresh water 
compared with the Baltic population. In the population of Paludestrrna jenkiarsi in 
Västerholmarna and Käringviken specimens with a well developed keel (with spines) 
are more common than in the Baltic population. 
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TABLE 5. Distribution of the fauna in the waters studied 
Locality 
Salinity 
m. 	a. 	S-I. 
Baltic Sen 
Lohm area 
5.0-6.5 
I Väster- 
holmarna 
2.9-5.5 
0.3 
Käring- 
viken 
1.0-3.0 
0.3 
Gyltö- 
träsk 
0.6-2.3 
0.9 
Björkö- 
träsk 
0.4 
1.1 
Krok-
träsk 
0.05 
2.0 
Species 
PORIFERA 
Epbj~datia f oviatilis 	........... X x 
COELENTERATA 
Hydra viridissimua ............. X 
Cordylopbora caspia 	........... x x x 
PLATYHELMINTHES 
Dendrocoe/wn 	lacter 	.......... ou x X x X >; 
Polycelis 	tennis 	............... x x x x X x 
D .gesia 	hrgulris 	............... > x 
Acoela 	...................... x x X 
Treutatoda 	(cercarlae) 	......... )< x X >x 
NEMATODA (non det.) ..... x x x x x x 
ECTOPROCTA ............ 
Pl uuatella fimgosa 	............ x ;< 
SLIGOCHAETA 
gphido lair sekpenti/ia 	.......... x 
Para tais littoralis 	............. X X 
Nai.r 	variabilis 	............... x x 
Nais 	sp . 	.................... ;< x x 
Sty/aria lacustris 	.............. x 
Tubificidae 	spp . 	.............. >c x x x 
Linrnodrilrrr udekeniia uis 	....... X 
L. 	hof melsteri 	............... X 
Limibricillils vro:iegaNrs 	......... x x 
HIRUDINEA 
Piscicola geonretra 	............. x ;< X 
TGeromjZou tesselatrmi 	......... X 
Heiiriclepsis maigiirata 	......... x 
clossip/,oatia camp /anala 	........ x 
Helobdella slagna/is 	........... X x X x X X 
bipobde/la octocrrlata 	.......... x x 
%IIOLLUSCA 
Lwmiaea stagvalis ............ x x x x x 
L. pereg•a 	................... x X X x 
L. 	pa/i/s/ris 	................. x x x x x 
L. 	irrmcatula 	................ x x X 
P%?jySa fonlina/is 	.............. X x 
/lnisits 	Vortex 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.... 	.. 	.. X x X 
y, aulas 	albus 	............... ;< x 
ci. 	ensta 	...... 	.... 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	I x X X 
Acro(oXn.c lacush:l c 	............ >( 
8ithj'nia 	tmtacnlata 	........... )< x X x )< X 
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Locality 
Salinity 
m. a. 	S-1. 
Baltic Sea 
Loh,. area 
5.0-6.5 
Vaster- 
holmarna 
2.9-5.5 
0.3 
Käring- 
viken 
1.0-3.0 
0.3 
Gy1tö- 
task 
0.6-2.3 
0.9 
Björkö- 
träsk 
0.4 
1.1 
Krok-
träsk 
0.05 
2.0 
Hydrobia 	spp . 	............... X shells 
Palildes/r!//aj'eii/einsi 	........... x x x 
Theodoxirs flroia/ilis 	........... x X X 
tllaco✓ la 	bal/ice 	............... X shells 
Cardilui 	lamarcki 	............. )< shells 
.2115/i//Is 	edit/is 	................ x shells shells 
Anodonta 	guea x 
Pisidi,ull 	III/l/,lii, 	... 	.... 	.... 	.. >~ 
Pisidi,i,i, 	sp . 	................. shells >< x 
Spbaeriunl 	csl:/le/fV 	............ x >; 
1111iscl!li,lll! 	lad/ /sire 	.... 	.. 	.. 	.... >( 
INSECTA 
0doiiata j 
Calopfei 	lyx 	ilgo 	.............. x 
Les/es 	dij ac 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	.. 	. 	. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	. 	. i< 
L. 	sponsa 	................... x x X X x 
Ena //aglaa cyathiger//m 	......... x 
Ischlua•a 	elegans 	.............. x x >c ;< X 
Agriol/ 	has/I//a/uuu 	............ x x x ;< 
A. p,rlebeil/un 	................ >< 
A. 	almat /Im 	................. X x 
.E;yl rollma 	/rajas 	............ x x >C 
Bracij ,hrolt hafniense 	........... x x 
Aeschiia 	coerrdea 	.............. X X x 
Ae. jmrcea 	................... x x x 
Ae. 	osiliensis 	................. x 
Ae. 	grandis 	.................. X x X 
Ae. 	c~allea 	................... x 
Col•dnlia 	aenea 	............... X X X 
LibelilI/a qnadriivaciiiata 	....... X X x X X 
L. 	depressa 	........ 	.. 	..... 	. 
Sy mpe/,'IIm flayom . .. .... \ x 
Le,lcon hima /vtbicmtda 	.........  x 
Ep he Inel: op lera....... 
Ephemera valgata 	............. x 
Caenis 	robs/sta 	............... X 
Caenis 	woesla 	................ X x >C 
Call//i 	horaria 	. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. i< x X x x x 
Chlocon 	dIteI//// 	............. x x x X X >: 
He iii p / e r a 
Corixa sfriala x X X >C 
Corixa 	spp . 	.... 	........... X x >( X 
Cwualia bonsdafft 	............ x X x x 
Notonecta 	glatica 	............. x x 
Nepa 	cinerea 	................ x X X X x 
Gerris thoraciells 	.............. X K 
G. 	odontogaster• 	............... X 
G. 	la/era/is 	.................. X 
G. 	lac/Is/ris 	.. 	.... 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. X x 
G. 	a/lcll//ill x X K 
G. 	ajar K 
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Locality 
Salinity 
m. a. S—l. 
Balcic Sen 
Lohut aren 
5.0-6.5 
Väster- 
hohnarna 
2.9-5.5 
0.3 
Kerh g- 
viken 
1.0-3.0 
0.3 
GvItö- 
terisk 
0.6-2.3 
0.9 
Björkö- 	! Krok- 
trask trask 
0.4 	1 0.05 
1.1 2.0 
Neol:oplera 
Sia/is sp. 
Coleoplet a 
Haliplits flats/co//is 	............ x x 
Haliplus 	spi . 	............... x ! x 
Bidessas 101ish ia/as 	.... .... .. ..  
Coelambus 	sp . 	............... X 
Laceopbilus sp . 	............... x 
H_)grolus 	iiiaeqiialis 	........... >: 
H. 	tsel:sicolol• 	................. X 
Hj~droporus 	spp . 	............ x X x X ;< 
Deroireetes 	depressits 	........... x X 
D. 	gt-iseosll:iafus 	.............. x >C 
Pla/amber li/rica/a/as 	.......... X 
Agabus 	spp . 	................ x 
%/ybiiis 	f///1g1Ilosi/s 	. 	.... 	.... 	.. 	. ,. ,. 
Rhanius 	tio/al/Is 	.............. X 
R/..raIutrelbrs 	................ ;< 
Rh. 	exole /ers 	................. x 
CDi)'1uheles 	sp . 	............... x 
Graphoderes e/ect:en 	........... x 
G. 	Zolia//IJ 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. X 
Acilills 	spp . 	................. x 
Dj~s/iscus 1uargiitalis 	........... x 
G5iinus 	spp . 	................ x >t x x >: 
.Bnoch,u.c gaadl:i-prmclalus 	...... ,, x x 
1Vtaeroplt'a mn/ica 	............. x X 
Trichop/e1a 
P/ec/rocnemia 	collspersa 	........ >: ;< x x 
Po/pcee/eopa.a flattoiiiaclilalits 	.... ,. ,. ;< x >c ,. 
Eeiioliiiis 	lette/liis 	.............. X 
Agtjpnia page/alla 	............ x x 
Agijp/lla obsolela 	............. x x x x x 
Plnjgmlea gl apdis 	............. x X 
Ph. 	s/ r/ma 	.................. x X x x 
. 	iolaiina 	aIlgus1a/a 	............ x x X x 
Co era pilosa 	................. X 
Silo 	pailipes 	................. ;< 
AlM•zipsosies auu1licornis 	........ X x 
Al. 	a/erl•aiias 	................. 7: x 
Oece/i lacus/ris 	... .... .. .. .. 	.. %<  
G/pGoIaeIiies pe/hcir-liis 	........ x x 5< 
Lisisitophilits rbombiciis 5<  
L. haoicornis 	................ ,. x x ;< 
L. 	malutiod a/u.t 	.............. X x 
L. 	poll//Is 	.................. >5 5< 
L. 	s//g1Ra 	. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. x 
L. 	borealis 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. :< 
L. 	cei1/ 1'aIIJ 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. X X X %•: 
L. 	rle.spec/Ir 	................. x x 
L. 	spat sus 	................... x >5 x 
Potaniopbylax s/e/la/ ib ........ . 
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Locality 
Salinity 
tas. 	a. 	S-1. 
Baltic Sca 
Lohast area 
5.0-6.5 
Väster- 
holmarna 
2.9-5.5 
0.3 
Käring- 
viken 
1.0-3.0 
0.3 
Gyltö- 
träsk 
0.6-2.3 
0.9 
Björkö- 
trask 
0.4 
1.1 
Krok-
träsk 
0.05 
2.0 
Diplera 
Chaoboi its ftat'icans. 	gr. 	.. .... . . 
PJ),elJolla 	sp . 	. 	.. 	.. 	.... 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. X 
x x  
Aaop1a/w 	sp. 	................ X  
AGlaltsij1ti 1/lo/il/IS 	.......... ( >: X i< X x 
Pcocladrus 	spp. 	............ 	. X )< X X 
Tan)pini 	.................. >( X 
X 
x x x X 
Ogilocladima.. 	................ X X X X X X 
.  
Psecirotladiiir 	sp. 	............. 
>
X 
> X 
T,icloolalias 	sp. 	............. x 
Tabanur 	. 
	
. . 
	
... 
	
. 
	
. 
	
. 
	
.. 
	
.. 
	
.. 
	
.. 
Chiromn1n• piru 1aira 	.......... 
 -
s
,
p
• 
X X x X x x 
C. 	sa1iiim'irts gr. 	............ 	.. 
CIjptotendipes sp  x x )< 
Selgen/la 	sp. 	................. X X X )< X 
Fo%pedr1mn sp  x x ;< 
C7)p/ocbiio,ol/is sp. 	.......... >: ;< X X 
Pseudo!iro,omlu sp. 	.......... X X X 
Lsmnoc/ioon,lrs sp. .......... X < 
TaiDlaksiis gregartac-g,.. ........ X X X X X 
T. 	iaserasipes-g,.. 	...... 	........ X x x  
Palponu~ra octasema 	. .... ...... X x x x X 
Bela sp  X 
CRUSTA CEA  
RLjnGo/aiom rostrasa  X 
Eaycercrrr 1eic!lalns  x 
Ceriorapb,ria sp  X 
Po/ plemass pec1iculnr 	.......... x x 
Caligus 	sp . 	................. )< ,< 
Cj'c%ps 	sp . 	................. >5 x x x 
Ass//its 	aqlfaticas 	............. X X X X x x 
X x x 
Ga1.s,Dmm 	 adlaehi 	... ........ X X  
PaRopooeia 	iiffin/s 	.. .. .. .. .. 
	
.. 
C. 	Ja/il/!rI 	................. i. x x 
Astacus Fil11!t!l1J 	............. 
X 
X  
ARACHNIDA  
Tesrag,atba mon/ann  X 
Tetrag,a/Da 	sp. 	..............  X x x 
Algyroneta aqua//ca 	...........  )< X X x 
LinasocIares ha!aser1cea X 5< X X >5 
Eplaeis 	sp. 	.................. x X 
 x x X x X Drplodartus despiciens .......... 
Hj'tlrac!„a sp )< x x 
Leber/ia 	spp. 	................ X X 
Hjgrobates la g palpie  X >5 x 
illegapus 	sp . 	................. )< 
Arrhenutr iir 	Si) . 	.............. X 
LUANO1,'ec1I/rI 	lacR,ftY1J 	... .. .. . X X 
Hjdrodirvmns sp . 	............. X x 
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Baltic Sen Väster- Käring- Gcltö- Björkö- Krok- 
Locality Lohrn aren holmarna viken trask träsk träsk 
Salinity 5.0-6.5 • 2.9-5.5 1.0-3.0 0.6-2.3 0.4 0.05 
nu a. 	S-i. 0.3 0.3 0.9 1.1 2.0 
VERTEBRATA 
Pisces 
Esox hid/is ..................>( 	x 	x 	x 	x 
Ti/rca linda .................. 	x x 
Leitciscas ra/ibcc .............. 	x 	>< 
L. eiy/hop/balmmta ............ 	x x 	 x 
Lola Iola ...................>5 	 x x 
Perca furvia/ilis 	 x x 	x 	x 	x 
Aceruta derma ............... 	x 	 K 
Polvaloschislits un/nil/u/s .. .. .. .. 	x x 
Gas/eros/ens odaIcalus .......... 	x 	 5- 
G. p/ntgi/i//s ................. > x 	5 	 :< 
Amphibia 	 I 
Rasta /e/npararia ............. 	 x 
Brrfo baja (hart ne) ............ x 	 x 
Tri /ma/ts friharts .............. 
The absence of a species in some of the localities in Table 3 does not in every case mean that 
it could not be found there. The small number of species found in Björ/cöträsld may be due to 
the fact that the lake was visited only twice by us. 
According to dominant littoral species, the lakes studied can be divided into three 
groups: 
1. The Tljeot-/o.ris-Asellus lakes 
Västerholmarna 
Käringviken 
2. The BitLyuiin-Asel/ris lakes 
Gyltötriislc 
Björköträsk 
3. The Himudilt-ea lakes 
Krokträsk 
Haveröträs1i (studied in 1966) 
In the first type other dominant species in the littoral zone are the brackish-water 
species Cerdjtlopho2a caspii' and Gagmaruis laddacbi, together with limnic insects like 
dragonflies and caddisflies. Even the eurybiontic Lnmnt-aea species are well presented. 
In the Titbhuria-A.reIlrrs type, as well as in the third type, the brackish-water compo-
nent is totally lacking. Dominant species are molluscs and insect larvae. 
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In Krokträsk and Haveröträsk (on the island of Haverö north of the present study 
area) the leeches, especially Eipobdel/a octoculnta, are superdominants. Their number 
may exceed several thousand individuals per sq. m. Owing to their carnivorous mode 
of feeding the number of other littoral animals, especially of snails and insects, is 
depressed. Both the lakes mentioned are quite fresh and contain several other species, 
such as Astacus fhnithfrli.r, which are not met with in more saline lakes (Table 5). 
The great number of leeches found in some lakes of the Finnish southwestern 
archipelago may be due to the rather high Ca content of the water. It also indicates 
a high degree of eutrophy (cf. Boisen-Bennike 1943). A large number of leeches has 
been found even in many calcium-rich Caucasian lakes (Zhadin and Gerd 1963). 
THE SUCCESSION OF THE LAKES 
The process of total freshening of water is slow and is estimated to take 100-200 
years from the beginning of final isolation. Schematically, the hydrographic and 
biological succession from the Baltic to freshwater lakes in our study area can be 
detailed as follows. 
Baltic Sea, Recent Iv »Salinen lakes Freshwater lakes 
Lohor aren isolated lakes: Gcttönaek Kroktrask 
Bagge et al. Västerholmarna Bjöekötritd: !Nheetöftäsk) 
(1965) Khritsgviken 
Age < 50 years 100-150 years over 150 years 
Summer stia- labile due to winds sharp halocline sharp halocline no halocline 
ti6cation and currents sharp thermoline sharp thermo- sharp thetmo- 
cline cline 
Salinity stable labile due to rather stable 0.05-0.1 a 0/oo 
5.5-6.5 0 /00 influxes from influxes 
the Baltic uncommon 
1.0-5.5 0 /00 0.42.3 0 / 
02 saturation in seldom below occasionally almost always below 5 % due 
bottom water 50 % 0 % below 10 % to eutrophy 
KMn04 con- 20-35 24-61 22-73 35-88 
sumptior mgt 
Electrical 9 220-9 230 1 142-6 544 562-1 525 160-169 
conductivity 
1tS at 18° C 
Standing crop 1-78O 0-9.3 0-5.II 1.1-3.1 
biomass of berthic 
animals g/m2 
Typical species in Fracas l ,edlc//losus Chara /oluentoaa AIiiopiyyIImt tlm'riophy1huu 
flora R odopbj'ceae C1dophora sp. herlicl//alhut tIert/ci/1attmi 
Cladopiorrr spp. Po/amogelon pecli/ia1la' Ceratophj ,ILich CetalopLYT1ao 
Ehlerai aptia spp. .11yriop/ij ,lhrnl deluernun llellle /s/f11/ 
Potanloge/on spp. spice/If/Il Pbrageiiles Nplllpbea ca,idlda 
Phtsigniiles eomiu/pis con olmtis Pbragmi/es 
(0/1/ I//If/f IS 
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in littoral fauna Conrmarns spp. Cordj~/opbora rasp/a flee//ris aqaalicvs As/acts 	 f/m,. 
(excl. insects) Bala»ur /nrpror,i.rns Gainmains zaddachi Bi/Gj'nia Ass//as agnaticus 
Tbeodoxits fInuiatilk Asellrs ac/n//c/„ temaerlata Erpobdella 
llljytilus cdu/is Theoc%xrrs fl,ruialilis Lynnraea peregra He/obde//a 
Paladestrina jcnkirrsi 
in bottom fauna Pontoporeia spp. Pantoporeia affnris Oaoborvir 
Ales/do/ca en/oman (occasionaII5,) f/ar/cans gr. 
dDyti /us ecLrlic G/hanam,s p/n uos/is cbironoenuis p/mu. 6/j/ronomuis p/rum. 
t1lacom,a ba/lica 
in plankton Aphan /.yoenenon eI1pbaviZao1(rou Dirob, yon ApI)aui yonierr on 
flos aquae fbi aquae cävcrgens flos aquae 
CGacxoreros spp. Diatorsiae Desniidiaceae Al/crops//s 
Tint/mops/s Padon po/jpheoo/dcc Bosua/na aeruginosa 
Keratella Eiadiie nord,aanui Dapha/a Boxmina 
Aylicl)aeta Knxate/la Kera/el1a Brach/onus 
In all communities a rapid change in the limnic direction takes place right from 
the beginning of isolation. The transformation of the plankton and bottom fauna is 
especially marked and may have been accentuated by the poor oxygenation. The 
bottoms are changed to black sapropel gyttja with high H 2S and organic content. 
Owing to bad conditions on the bottoms and eutrophy, the bottom fauna is very poor 
even in the freshwater lakes. 
SUMMARY 
In this paper the fauna and hydrography of a group of lakes on the islands of the 
Finnish southwestern archipelago have been described. The lakes have been isolated 
from the Baltic Sea by land upheveal and are nov situated at various distances from 
and different levels above the sea. They form a hyydrographic series illustrating the 
succession from brackish water to fresh water. This succession is characterized by a 
gradual decrease of salinity and decreased number of marine and brackish-water 
organisms with increasing altitude of the lake surface above the Baltic. During the 
course of freshening the isolated basins pass through a stage which resembles the 
conditions found in the meromictic lakes of Central Europe. The vertical mixing in 
them is almost totally prevented by a sharp pyknocline. Oxygen in the bottom water 
may therefore be totally lacking. The process of freshening is slow in the beginning 
of isolation, because saline water can occasionally penetrate to the basins. 
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